
TreeStuff Aerial Rescue Rally by Kask
Scenario 3 - Davey Trainers

Treestuff.com/Rescue-Rally      |        Watch The Rescue Here: https://youtu.be/Dc3YhnU-RLA

Category Score
( X / 5 ) Notes & Commentary from Officials

Site assessment and 
creation of plan 4.5

Awesome assessment and 911 call      |     All information expertly conveyed to emergency services     |     Identification of 
hazards.  Thorough 911 call. Establishment of work zone.  Good comms, but everyone shouting over one another.  
Would prefer to see a chain of command.     |     Good identification of the hazards, limb and bees. Good detail provided 
to EMS. Nice job of using the cones to mark the dead branch on the ground.

Contacted emergency 
services; quality of 

explanation and info 
provided

5.0

Efficiency, speed, and 
safety 4.5 Smooth and effective assent      |     Very wise to ascend with some bee protection and initially away from the swarmed 

victim     |     Smooth efficient ascent.  Good team comms.     |     Detailed plan, addressed the hazards and set up the 
access and lowering.Continued inspection and 

assessment 4.8

Identification of hazards 5.0 Stayed out from under the hazard  the whole time      |     They had bee spray but the breathing emergency took 
precedence so they proceeded while constantly acknowledging other hazards      |     Bees and dead limb identified.  Bee 
spray and clothing prepared. Drop zone marked.  Casualty and crew kept clear of dead limb.     |     Good identification of 
the hazards and mitigation, avoidance of the limb, use of bee spray and using a climber who isn't allergic to bees.

Method and execution of 
mitigation 5.0

Assessment of casualty 
situation 4.5

Didn’t package the victim but couldn’t cause they didn’t want to put themselves under the dead limb      |     The team 
adjusted their plan as things changed and the bees continued to maul them.     |     Ground assessment of casualty.  
Urgency discussed.     |     Good plan considering the injuries.     |     

Administration of first aid 
& assessing of urgency 4.5

Adequate and appropriate 
stabilization of casualty for 

transport
4.5

Choice of system and 
technical execution of 
casualty support/tie in

4.8

Rescue was smooth and efficient      |     This was done "remotely" which was wise but the lowering suffered a little. A 
little.     |     Clever use of belay.  Good job untying the fimblsaver instead of cutting it.     |     Focus on safety for all.     

Quality of transport for the 
casualty 4.8

Quality of transition from 
suspension to injury 

appropriate position on 
ground

4.8
Excellent patient care!     |     Moving the victim out of the swarm was well played. Moving a victim is generally 
discouraged but this needed to be done.     |     Would like to see someone holding tail of casualty's climbing line as pole 
saw released hitch.  A few jerky movements as casualty neared ground.  Some clutter on site.  Urgency in moving away 
from bees and providing CPR.     |     Good job of communicating with EMS on site.

Care of site, scene, and 
equipment 4.5

Transition of care to EMS 5.0

Communicating the plan 4.5

Great communication to the victim and the entire team!     |     Everyone made themselves clear     |     Team worked well, 
but no clear leader.  Overall just a bit hectic.     |     A little hectic in the beginning but solid plan and delegation of duties.  

Communicating the 
hazards 4.5

Communicating with, for, 
and about the casualty 4.8

Reaction 4.8

This was a fantastic rescue!!      |     I only knew this was not a real rescue because it was on YouTube and...well...the 
victim was a dummy. Well done everyone.      |     Very realistic.     |     Good overall, realistic energy! Planning 4.8

Overall Realism 4.8
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